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Abstract. We present an environmental software system that obtains, integrates, and reasons over situational knowledge about natural phenomena and
human activity. We focus on storms and driver directions. Radar data for rainfall intensity and Google Directions are used to extract situational knowledge
about storms and driver locations along directions, respectively. Situational
knowledge about the environment and about human activity is integrated in order to infer situations in which drivers are potentially at higher risk. Awareness
of such situations is of obvious interest. We present a prototype user interface
that supports adding scheduled driver directions and the visualization of situations in space-time, in particular also those in which drivers are potentially at
higher risk. We think that the system supports the claim that the concept of situation is useful for the modelling of information about the environment, including human activity, obtained in environmental monitoring systems. Furthermore, the presented work shows that situational knowledge, represented by heterogeneous systems that share the concept of situation, is relatively straightforward to integrate.
Keywords: Environmental knowledge systems, situation theory, ontology,
knowledge representation, MMEA, Wavellite
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Introduction

Computational models [1], in particular empirical and physically-based models, can
be used on data to obtain information. In some environmental software systems, data
is obtained in environmental monitoring and information is about the environment.
Data is, specifically, the result of measurement, defined as “the process of empirical,
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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objective, assignment of numbers to properties of objects or events of the real world
in such a way as to describe them” [2]. To automatically sample physical properties at
high spatiotemporal resolution, measurement is often implemented by environmental
sensor networks.
An environment monitored in space-time can be abstracted as structured parts of
reality, in other words situations [3]. The Situation Theory, developed in the 1980s by
Barwise and Perry [4] and Devlin [3], proposes a mathematical ontology for information about situations. A situation is said to support infons, whereby and infon is a
tuple consisting of a relation, a set of objects, and the polarity to state whether or not
the objects stand in the relation. Environmental phenomena, including humans in
activity, are objects. Such objects have attributes and stand in relation to each other.
Models can be used on measurement data to obtain information about situations.
The term situation can serve as the most abstract concept in a framework that models
information about structured parts of reality monitored in space-time. We present the
application of such a framework, called Wavellite, to the modelling of situations with
storms and driver locations as the objects. The resulting system reasons over situational knowledge to detect those in which storms and drivers overlap in space-time.
Such situations are of interest because people may be at higher risk of accident.
The contribution of this work is two-fold. First, together with our related work [5,
6], we underscore the suitability of the notion of situation for the modelling, i.e. explicit representation, of situational knowledge obtained using models from processed
data collected and managed by environmental monitoring systems, possibly building
on environmental sensor networks. Second, we present the integration of situations
with information about the environment (storms) and situations with information
about human activity (driver locations). The application suggests that the notion of
situation is suitable not only to model situational knowledge about the natural environment but also situational knowledge about human activity occurring in the built
environment. The application arguably supports the claim that to share the concept of
situation among heterogeneous environmental monitoring systems facilitates situational knowledge processing, including integration and reasoning.

2

Materials and Methods

The presented system builds on the Measurement Monitoring and Environmental
Assessment (MMEA) Platform,1 the Profium Sense2 semantic technology-based software platform, and Wavellite.3 The MMEA Platform is a software infrastructure for
the collection, storage, processing, and distribution of (processed) observation and
forecast data resulting in environmental monitoring. The platform implements an
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) based architecture and was developed within the Finnish MMEA CLEEN/SHOK research program.
1
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In this work, the MMEA Platform handles the collection and processing of data
and initiates situational knowledge extraction. The platform also powers the user interface. Profium Sense serves as RDF database for the persistence and retrieval of
situational knowledge. Wavellite is a software framework for situation awareness in
environmental monitoring. It supports the collection and processing of data, specifically data of environmental sensor networks, and the representation of situational
knowledge acquired from data using models, in particular empirical (data-driven) and
physically-based environmental models. In this work, Wavellite builds on top of the
MMEA Platform, reuses platform functionality and extends it with situational
knowledge extraction and representation.
We use radar data for the reflectivity of rainfall intensity in Finland. Radar data is
obtained by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) and is made available by FMI
as GeoTIFF encoded images via its Open Data INSPIRE-compliant interface.4 FMI
also provided a MATLAB script that implements an algorithm for the extraction of
storm polygon data from radar data. Because the MMEA Platform uses Octave,5 we
implemented the MATLAB program logic as Octave script. Given a scheduled driver
direction (consisting of departure time, origin, and destination) we use Google Directions6 to obtain (alternative) routes, driving distance and estimated driving time.
The MMEA Platform continuously (configurable time interval) retrieves radar data and processes it to extract polygon coordinate data. Polygon data is Well-Known
Text (WKT) encoded and wrapped in MMEA observation messages, which are published to the ESB for further processing. We implemented a Wavellite derivation
reader, i.e. the component of the Wavellite architecture that reads Wavellite dataset
observations, as ESB listener for MMEA observations messages containing storm
polygon data. Upon incoming message, the derivation reader converts the MMEA
observation message to a Wavellite dataset observation with two component properties, one for time and one for the WKT polygon data. Wavellite dataset observations
are then processed by a Wavellite situation engine, i.e. the component of the Wavellite architecture that represents situations with knowledge extracted from dataset observations. For storms, situations 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 support the infon
≪ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎, 𝑠𝑠̇ , 𝑡𝑡̇, 𝑙𝑙 ,̇ 1 ≫

where 𝑠𝑠̇ , 𝑡𝑡̇, and 𝑙𝑙 ̇ are parameters for a storm, a temporal location, and a spatial location, respectively. Given a dataset observation with component properties for spatiotemporal locations it is thus straightforward to map dataset observations to situations
by anchoring a new individual (representing the storm) to 𝑠𝑠̇ and the temporal and
spatial locations of the dataset observation to 𝑡𝑡̇ and 𝑙𝑙 ,̇ respectively. The infon states
that at time anchored to 𝑡𝑡̇ the storm with identifier anchored to 𝑠𝑠̇ covers the spatial
region delineated by the polygon anchored to 𝑙𝑙 .̇
4
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Upon user registration of a scheduled driver direction – consisting of origin, A,
destination, B, and departure time – a component of the MMEA platform uses Google
Directions to obtain a route, r, between A and B. Given r, the component computes
route segments and driver location for each segment. The component uses locations
for which there exist situations 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 to segment the route. It is thus temporal locations
at which radar images are obtained, or at which storm situations are projected, that
determine time steps. For driver locations, situations 𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 support the infon
≪ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎, 𝑑𝑑̇ , 𝑡𝑡̇, 𝑙𝑙 ,̇ 1 ≫

where 𝑑𝑑̇ is a parameter for a driver and 𝑡𝑡̇, 𝑙𝑙 ̇ are parameters for temporal and spatial
locations, respectively. The infon states that at time 𝑡𝑡̇ the driver 𝑑𝑑̇ is located at 𝑙𝑙 .̇ Users can register driver directions using the prototype Web user interface.
A reasoning component of the MMEA Platform uses situations 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 and 𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 to
discover situations 𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑟 that support the infon
≪ higher − risk, 𝑑𝑑̇ , 𝑡𝑡̇, 𝑙𝑙 ,̇ 1 ≫

which states that the driver 𝑑𝑑̇ is in a higher risk situation at temporal and spatial
locations 𝑡𝑡̇ and 𝑙𝑙 ,̇ respectively. The parameter 𝑙𝑙 ̇ for spatial location is optional in this
infon, as it can be obtained from the situation with driver-at-relation infon with same
objects anchored to parameters 𝑑𝑑̇ and 𝑡𝑡̇. Situations 𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑟 are of interest to drivers.
The discovery of such situations is implemented as SPARQL [7] queries that leverage on Profium Sense support for quantitative spatial reasoning and qualitative spatial relations in SPARQL queries. Specifically, the query is for situations with stormat-relation infon and situations with driver-at-relation infon with same temporal locations and driver spatial location inside storm spatial location.
Of particular interest in this system is situation projection. The projection of situations 𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is trivial, as it amounts to the registration of a point of departure at some
future temporal location. The projection of situations 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is, however, more complex.
Indeed, the task amounts to forecasting the future spatial location of storms. As a
proof of concept, we have implemented Octave program logic to support forecasting
storms. The method uses temporal clustering [8] and recursively searches for matching storms in consecutive radar images to form storm tracks over time. At each time
step, a storm has no predecessors if it just formed; one predecessor if it has a defined
path from the previous time step; more than one predecessor if several storms have
merged together since the previous time step; or it disappeared. A storm can progress
in one direction or multiple directions, if it has split into different storms [9]. For each
storm track, the method then fits a suitable model to observed storm centroids and
projects the storm using the model. The weighted linear regression model assigns
smaller weights to older observations in order to make projection more sensitive to
newer observations. The direction vector of the storm centroid is used to displace all
storm polygon vertices.

The Web graphical user interface is a JavaScript client that makes use of
OpenLayers,7 jQuery,8 Google Direction Service,9 and a Web service for communication with the MMEA Platform (retrieval of situations and addition of directions). In
Wavellite, situations are individuals, instances of the class Situation. The class is defined in the Situation Theory Ontology (STO) [10] and reflects Situation Theory semantics. Thus, Wavellite builds on Semantic Web technologies, in particular the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [11] and the Web Ontology Language (OWL
2) [12]. Wavellite interacts with Profium Sense to store and retrieve RDF.

Fig. 1. Overview of the Web graphical user interface. Situations are shown animated on a map
according to simulation parameters (start and end time). On the right hand side, new directions
can be added. Visible are situations at 17:50, including a large storm and the location of a driver (circle) on a direction from Turku to Kuopio. The direction is highlighted.
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Fig. 2. Examples for situational knowledge visualization for storm and driver locations at several points in time on October 10, 2014, between 13:00 and 18:00. At 14:15, Figure (a), a driver
travelling from Turku to Kuopio is within the storm. A second driver travelling from Kuopio to
Tampere is not. The storm has left Turku and is over Helsinki. At 15:55, Figure (b), a third
driver travels from Tampere to Helsinki and is not affected by the storm. The storm is approaching Kuopio. At 17:00, Figure (c), the driver travelling to Helsinki had arrived. The driver
travelling from Kuopio to Tampere exited the storm. The storm is now over Kuopio.

3

Discussion

The system operates in near real-time and populates the RDF database with situational knowledge, which can be visualized. Figures 1 and 2 provide examples.
Upon user registration of an origin (e.g. Kuopio) and a destination (e.g. Tampere)
for a scheduled driver direction starting at temporal location 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙 , the system segments
the route and computes situations 𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 . Given situations 𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 and 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , we can create
visualizations such as the map shown in Figure 1 where the driver location (circle) is
shown along the direction between Kuopio and Tampere and the spatial location of
the storm is shown as polygon. The system reasons over such situational knowledge
to discover higher-risk situations in which the driver location and storm location overlap in space-time. Figure 2 visualizes several higher-risk situations. Drivers may want
to be aware of such situations.
Figure 2 shows situations at three time steps on October 10, 2014: at 14:15, Figure
2(a); at 15:55, Figure 2(b); and at 17:00, Figure 2(c). The relatively large storm is
moving south-west to north-east from Turku to Kuopio. At the same time, several
drivers are located along directions, Turku-Kuopio, Kuopio-Tampere, and TampereHelsinki. At various times, drivers overlap the storm. Only the driver directed from
Tampere to Helsinki is never in a higher-risk situation.
The presented software system is a proof of concept. The aim was to demonstrate
the integration of situational knowledge obtained from heterogeneous data sources
using a set of technologies, including the MMEA Platform, in an environmental
monitoring context. However, with further development the system could mature so
that it can be deployed for active use.
Drivers are perhaps the obvious potential interest group for such a system. Directions scheduled in a calendar could be automatically ‘safety checked’ hours prior to
departure. The system could inform drivers accordingly. For end consumers, such as

drivers, mobile applications may be of particular interest. The presented Web graphical user interface is a lightweight JavaScript application. It communicates via HTTP
requests with map, direction, and situation services, which implement the bulk of the
program logic. Thus, developing a graphical user interface for mobile platforms
should be fairly trivial.
The current system can also be extended to integrate more situational knowledge,
and thus improve situation awareness [13]. For instance, during winter road conditions are critical. In addition to snow storms, of particular interest is situational
knowledge for road sections that may be covered with ice, of poor visibility, or congested. Such information is likely to result from data processed by different systems.
However, because of the shared ontology, the integration of situational knowledge
would be as straightforward as in the case presented here.
Google Directions suggests alternative directions. This feature can be exploited
when higher-risk situations are discovered. For such situations, the system can notify
drivers and suggest (1) alternative directions with same departure time, (2) same direction with earlier or later departure time, or (3) to postpone travelling altogether if
no direction can be scheduled for which the driver will not find herself involved in a
higher-risk situation.
Critical for future work, in particular work that aims at a mature system deployable for active use, is the evaluation of situation projection. This can be achieved
through analysis of how well forecasts agree with observations, which requires the
construction of a dataset that appropriately aligns storms in space-time. Of particular
interest is the comparison of storm polygon centroids and storm spatial extent. Uncertainties related to storm development could be modelled explicitly. Instead of projecting storms along a line, or path, a system that takes uncertainties into account could
project storms along regions that widen the further the projection is in space-time.
Rather than to search for higher-risk situations along a line, the system could thus
search for such situations in the region in which a storm will likely be. Naturally, such
a search is computationally more demanding. Further issues need to be addressed in
work that aims at a system deployed for active use, including liability in case of system failure. Such concerns are however beyond the scope of this paper.
Route planning is an old problem and algorithms have been developed that are
constraint aware. For instance, authors have proposed estimating the cost of travelling
through particular grid cells, whereby factors such as weather conditions can influence the cost value [14]. In [15], the authors present a personalized mobile traffic
information system capable of handling weather information, including rainfall.
There exist online services for road trip planning that include weather information. For instance, AccuWeather10 supports this feature. Together with the direction, the service shows (forecast) weather at various locations along the direction. The
Weather Channel 11 offers a similar feature. Aside the obvious difference between
weather and storms as well as the nature of the data involved, the main novelty here is
arguably in technologies that support the explicit representation of situational
10
11
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knowledge with machine readable and interpretable semantics specified in ontologies
that can be shared among heterogeneous environmental monitoring systems.

4

Conclusion

We presented an environmental software system that obtains, integrates, and reasons
over situational knowledge about storms and driver directions. As such, the system
demonstrates the integration of situational knowledge about natural phenomena and
situational knowledge about human activity. All knowledge is represented explicitly.
As a consequence, the system can manipulate situational knowledge. Spatio-temporal
situation reasoning is an example for such manipulation. As we demonstrated, inferring situations in which drivers are at higher risk can be achieved by means of a simple SPARQL query. The work underscores the suitability of the concept of situation,
as defined in Situation Theory, for the modelling of situational knowledge obtained
using computational models from processed data collected and managed by environmental monitoring systems.
A thorough discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the presented system could be valuable. However, such an evaluation requires at least one comparable
system that uses a different set of technologies. We currently do not have such a comparable system. Aside from the discussed advantages, a disadvantage of the presented
system may be the potentially large number of generated RDF statements. However,
such concerns need to be addressed primarily by the RDF database.
Naturally, the described system could be extended to include situations of various
other types that are of interest to driver Situation Awareness [13, 16]. For instance,
situations involving road sections possibly covered with ice may be of interest. It is
trivial to see how such additional situational knowledge can be integrated in the present system. Other directions for future work include the development of mobile applications and the integration with driver assistance systems.
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